The Supreme Court has revised the Rules of the Commission on Continuing Education. The Revised Rules are largely consistent with the existing version and do not change the number of continuing legal education credits needed by the members of the Bar. The most significant substantive change includes the reimplementation of the Fundamentals Programs for newly admitted lawyers and those resuming active practice. The Revised Rules also clarify the intent of the Court to require that at least 12 credits must be earned by attending in person courses during the two year verification period.

In addition, The Revised Rules have been substantially streamlined to (1) avoid various proration of credits, previously requiring lengthy "Examples"; (2) recognize the technological advancements now offered in the delivery of CLE programs using a variety of methods; and (3) provide more consistency with actual practice of reporting, in light of automation of the CLE verification process.

The Revised Rules of the Commission on Continuing Education are available on the Commission's page of the Delaware State Courts Website.